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ANALYSIS OF WORKS.

ART. XI. —Account of the Sabda Kalpa Druma; a Sanskrit En-
cyclopedical Lexicon, published in Calcutta by RXDHAKANTA-
DEVA : by Dr. R. LENZ.

THREE volumes of this valuable work, comprising each nearly 1000
pages in large 4to, are now in the library of the ROYAL ASIATIC

SOCIETY, presented to it by the learned author. This portion per-
fectly justifies the high character which Professor WILSON gave the
work in the first edition of his Dictionary in 1819; anticipating
only from a few sheets, then printed, how inestimable a store of
authentic information on a variety of subjects connected with San-
skrit literature, would be laid open by this admirable undertaking,
the extensiveness of which did not, however, admit a hope of its
speedy accomplishment. RiDHiKANTA's work is very distinctly and,
generally speaking, accurately printed in the Bengal character; and
derives, certainly, not the least part of its superior character to the
generality of Indian printings, from being alphabetically arranged in
the European method. A great part of its articles have, indeed,
become comparatively of inferior importance since the appearance of
the second edition of Mr. WILSON'S Dictionary, where every addi-
tional information, supplied by the learned Hindu on the different
meanings of words, has, of course, been carefully reproduced by the
celebrated lexicographer, who was then already in possession of the
three volumes before us, excepting a few sheets at the end of the last.
Our recommendation, however, of these volumes is not so much
founded on the lexicographical as on the encyclopedical portion,
which forms by far the most copious and interesting part of the
whole; although the first-mentioned articles even have a fair claim
to the attention of the Sanskrit student on account of their ample
specifications of synonymes, collected from all koshds of celebrity and
their commentaries, so as to supply, in some measure, the deficiency
of a dictionary, English and Sanskrit, or that of an index, pointing out
for any meaning all the variety of Sanskrit expressions. The method
adopted by the author, in articles of a merely lexicographical nature,
is, next to the word in question, to note its gender, if a noun, or, if
not, its grammatical character; then to give a short definition of its
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meaning, by mentioning the class of beings or ideas to which it be-
longs ; next to explain it by the corresponding expression in Bengali,
sometimes also in Persian; after which he proceeds to the paryaya,
or list of synonymes in Sanskrit, which sometimes amount, as in the
article Chandra, to the number of one hundred and more, noticing
always their respective authorities. There are, however, not many words
in Sanskrit which may not be employed with some particular or techni-
cal sense in any of the different and highly-cultivated departments of
its literature; nor do the proper names, belonging to mythology, form
an inconsiderable part of its vocabulary. Our object is now to shew
in what manner the author, after those general topics of discussion
before mentioned, proceeds to technical or mythological commentaries
on such of his articles as require them. This we shall do, by men-
tioning the different parts of literature to which his information ex-
tends, the sources to which he refers, and from which copious extracts
are very frequently given; and, by occasionally selecting such speci-
mens as may be calculated, to convey an idea of the nature and
usefulness of a compilation, which every Sanskrit scholar (especially
on the continent, where there are no extensive manuscript collections
to make up for the imperfections still felt in the printed store of
Sanskrit literature), should feel most anxious to consult; although,
some years may still elapse before any portion of the work will be at
the service of European readers in general. As the author of this
report has had no opportunity of accurately examining more than the
first volume, which contains the letters from 3T to TJ , his communi-
cations ought not to be considered as applying only to the most im-
portant or interesting subjects dilucidated by RXDHIKINTA. On the
contrary, he thinks he has met with comparatively more extensive
and instructive articles in the two following volumes (reaching to the
last word beginning with of); a description of which will, probably,
likewise appear on a future occasion.

We hardly need observe, that on one part of Hindu antiquities
—that comprised within their sacred literature, no information at
all is to be expected from a book, published by a faithful believer in
the Brahmanical doctrines, which prohibit any communication of the
Veda's to the public in general, as the author positively declares in
the article Gdyatri.1

All the religious articles extend, therefore, merely to the popular
way of worship, as taught in the Purdna's, Tantra's, Mdkdtmya's,
and ritual works of the different sects, specimens of which occur in

1 Asijd vaidica-lantrica-dhyana-dvayam guhyatvad atra na likhitam.
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great number. Among the Puranical writings recourse is most fre-
quently had to the Brahma-Vaivarta, M&rcandeya, Pddma, and'
Bhdgavata-Purdna, the Devi-Mdhdtmyam, and Bhagavad-gitd, the
Rdmdyana, Mahdbhdrata, Hari-Vansa, §•(:., with their commentaries..
The Tantra fragments are generally taken from the Tantra-Sard, an
abridged collection of the principal revelations and precepts contained
in this numerous class of writtings. Religious observances connected
with certain days, hours, and astronomical events, are described ac-
cording to the Tithi-Tattva, Samaydmrita, Ahnika-Tattva, Mala-
mdsa-Tattva, and other books, partaking both of a religious and
astronomical character. Authentic documents of the doctrines of the
Chaitanya sect are frequently met with, chiefly taken from the Ananta-
Samhitd. Instead of dwelling longer on this not very attractive part
of the compilation, we only subjoin a specimen of mythological ex-
planation, given under the head Gdyatri, before mentioned :—

" As a goddess, she is the consort of BRAHMX, according to the fol-
lowing passage of the Padma-Purdna. SAVITRI , the wife of BRAHMX,
was called upon by SAKRA, in the character of BRAHMA'S officiating
sacrificer, speedily to attend the holy rite, to which all the Agnis1 had
already assembled about her husband. SAVITRI said : " LAKSHMI
has not yet arrived, nor SAT! ; besides I see SAKRANI approach to a
private ceremony to which I invited her. Go and tell VIRINCHI
(BRAHMA) to wait a moment; I do not wish to proceed alone before
the other women arrive." While she was thus talking, the priest left
her, went to BRAHMX, and said : " The goddess SAVITR{ is too
bashful to come without the company of her friends, and is engaged
in some domestic concern : yet time is passing away ; tell me, father
of the gods, what is to be done ?" Hearing this, the god said, not
without resentment: " Then I must look for another wife, not to
peglect the proper time of my sacrifice; fetch me any female as soon
as possible." With this commission SAKRA went to the earth; and
seeing many women, his eyes were particularly attracted by a beauti-
ful shepherd girl. " Who are you, virgin, with the fine eye-brows ;
whence do you come; and why are you standing thus alone on the
road?" To these questions the girl answered modestly: " Sir, I am
a cow-herd's daughter, and stay here to sell milk and ghee ; take
some, if you like." Without answering, SAKRA took her by the hand
and introduced her to BRAHMA, who was so much captivated by her
fine-shaped eyes and modestly trembling speech, that he instantly
wished to marry her, according to the Gandharva practice. While

1 The Purdndu speak of forty-nine Agnis; viz. tlie original god of fire, w'th
his three sons, and forty-five offsprings of the latter.
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the maid, guessing and returning his feelings, stood lost in thought on
what she esteemed a higher bliss than had been bestowed on any
woman, MAHA-VISHNU said to BRAHMA: "Lord of the gods! this
most blessed woman is to be G I Y I T R I ; favour her by uniting her
hand to yours." So the great father of beings made her his wife by
the Gandharva marriage."

Now follows, as it generally does in such articles, a description of
the goddess in her mythological appearance, with her attributes,
under the title, " Asyddhydnam," taken from the same Purdna:
" White art thou, and gentle like the moon; full and tender are thy
limbs, like the soft leaves of the plaintain-tree; in thy hands thou
bearest the horn of a deer, and a pure lotos-flower. Thou art dressed
in a linen attire of an admirable red colour; rays, like those of the
moon, proceed from the string of pearls on thy neck; a heavenly
brightness from thy ear-rings, and a multitude of moons from thy
threefold crest and glittering hair-string; thy arms shine through the
world like white snakes ; thy bosom, O goddess ! is juvenile, and of a

perfect proportion, &c Thus thou proceedest through the
three worlds, purifying all beings."

An enumeration of the blessings, promised to those who address
the deity in the described manner, generally forms the conclusion of
articles relating to religious and mythological subjects.

Still more, than in these, the author indulges in comments on
merely ritual topics, giving the most detailed precepts for the dif-
ferent sorts of Srdddhd, particularly in articles relating to moral
offences, and the respective ways of expiating them. Under the
head Karma-vipdka, tables are inserted filling eleven pages, and
divided into three columns, the first of which points out the different
sorts of offenders, beginning with Brahmahd, and ending with Dwija-
vastra-hrit; the second, the diseases and evils supposed inevitably
to follow the perpetration of those crimes, as their punishment, if not
averted by the corresponding Prdyas-chitta's, or penances, which
are described in the third column. Articles of the same description,
not less extensive than this, occur also in the subsequent volumes.

More important, perhaps, to European readers will be found the
accounts of the origin and genealogy of the castes, and their numerous
subdivisions, a great deal of which is evidently furnished from very
modern sources; as, for example, the tale of the first appearance of
the Kdyastha tribe in the kingdom of Gauda, or Gour, under the
reign of ADISIJRA, who is said, in this story, to have expelled the
Budd'hists from his kingdom. The authorities, most employed on this
and similar occasions, are the Kula-dipikd of R&mdnanda-Sarmd,
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called, a Ghataha of Bengal, the Kula-panjicd of Bharata-Mallica,
add several provincial Sdstras on genealogy.

Our knowledge of Indian law, in a more precise sense of the word,
will scarcely derive any material increment from a compilation, whose
principal communications on this point are all taken from standard
works already printed, and, for the most part, investigated and trans-
lated by learned Englishmen. The usefulness of what relates to this
subject in the work before us is, therefore, only that of an index.

The copious extracts from mathematical, and especially astrono-
mical, writings, undoubtedly are among the most acceptable of the
gifts with which the learned author has favoured us, little or nothing
being as yet published of the texts ,of literary monuments, already
so highly accredited by the western public, as the Surya-Siddhdnta
and Siddhdnta-Siromani. Under the title Khagola (the ethereal
sphere), plates are given, representing in an expedient manner,
the arithmetical proportions of the planetary orbits and revolu-
tions, and the distribution of the zodiac, according to the Surya-
Siddhdnta. These extracts form a part of the materials used by
Mr. DAVIS, in his essay on those subjects in the second volume of
the Asiatic Researches. The Lildvati, the Siddhdnta-Manjari, the
Dipicd, the Fyotisha-tattva, the Koshthi-pradipa, and other works,
are also frequently quoted; some of which, as the Lokaprasiddhih,
are consulted oh geographical questions exclusively. Extracts from
astrological systems on the influence of the celestial bodies on human
actions and situations are innumerable.

Much curious information is contained in the extracts from medical
Sdstras, comprising, at the same time, all branches oinatural history,
as far as known to the Hindus. Some of them, as the materia medica
of Ri JA-NIRGHANTA, seem to be copied here almost completely. Ela-
borate descriptions of diseases, of their causes and symptoms, and of
the means and manner of curing them, are borrowed from the cele-
brated medical author MIDHAVA, whose precepts are generally cited
under the title Niddna ; from the Bhdva-Prakdsa, a work comprising
pathology and materia medica ; from RAJA-BALLABHA % frota the
Pathydpathya-viveka, the Vaidyaka-paribhdshd, &c. Accounts
of animals, plants, and stones, used for superstitious and other pur-
poses, may also be found in some fragments of BHOJA-RAJI'S Yukti-
kalpa-taru (as under Qomeda, Chdmara, Ghotaka, fyc), and from
a work called Sukhabodha. We select, for translation, one of the
shortest medical articles :—

" Kdsa (cough) is a disease, called Kdsi in Bengal, and known, in
Sanskrit, also under the name Kshabathu (see the Amara-Kosha). Its
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origin (Niddnam) and developement (samprdptih) are told in'the fair
lowing manner: From injury done (to the chest) by smoke or dust, from
harsh labour and indigestible food, from excess in sensual enjoyments,
and from suppressing the ejection of slime (vegdvarodhdt kshayathoh),
the breath (prdna uddndnugatah) becomes affected. The following re-
maining words of this stanza contain the symptoms {lakshanam) of the
disease : A nasty tone like the noise of a broken copper instrument
(kdmsya) immediately proceeds from the mouth, therefore this illness is
called Kdsaby the learned. There are Jive species ofKdsa, as described
in the following verses: Five sorts of cough are mentioned ; 1, A cough
of bodily air; 2, of bile; 3, of the phlegmatic humour (sleshma);
4, a cough of inflammation ; 5, a cough of consumption. In compari-
son with the last, the others are insignificant; and they are all enume-
rated in the order as they increase in severity. The first appearance
(purvarupam), common to all of them, is a sensation in the throat and
mouth as if they were full of acorns (suka), an itching in the throat, and
a difficulty of swallowing. The airy (ydtica) cough shows itself by pains
in the breast, head, belly, and side, by thinness in the face, by a loss of
strength, voice, and gloss of complexion, and by a dry and protracted
manner of coughing, interrupted only by drawing breath. A bilious
(paittica) cough is indicated, when the patient feels a burning pain
in the chest, fever, thirst, dryness, and bitterness in the mouth, and
casts out a substance yellow and pungent from a mixture of bile, his
complexion becoming likewise of a yellow tinge. Being seized with
the phlegmatic (slaishmica) cough, the person languishes with a
parched face, is oppressed with headach, and an excessive increase
and thickness of phlegmatic humour (kapha), is exhausted by the
vehemence of the illness, if not instantly taken care of, and violently
ejects ingredients of the phlegmatic humour. A cough of inflamma-
tion (kshataja), comes on when the wind seizes a person's breast,
irritated by excess in sexual embraces, by carrying heavy burdens,
by marching, fighting, or by riding on a horse or elephant. A man
so affected would first shew a dry cough, then begin to eject blood
with a sharp pain in the throat, and a sensation in the chest as though
it were bursting asunder, and stung with sharp needles, or perforated
by a murderous weapon ; labouring, at the same time, under rheu-
matic pains (Parvabheda), fever, asthma, thirst, and deficiency of
voice, the individual seized with the blood-cough groans like a dove
(Pdrdvata). The fifth species is thus described : In the expiring fire
of life of persons ruined "either by irregularity in eating, extravagance
in love, or want of digestion, or by a too irascible or too melancholy
temper, three destructive sediments (separate themselves and) produce

VOL. I I . O
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the consumptive cough, which consumes the body.1 The individual
subject to this illness suffers sharp pains in the body, fever, burning
heat, swoons, and want of breath; and, while he is dried up, and his flesh
disappearing gradually, he ejects blood mixed with matter. This
kind of cough, which unites in itself the symptoms of all the others,
is called consumptive by the miters on medicine, and considered as
fatal. The blood-cough is also dangerous (ydpya), though curable
(sddhya) in a strong constitution. Both species may, however, some-
times be cured, if opposed by efficacious remedies (Pdda-gundnvitau)
at their earliest period. Every cough of decrepitude (Fard-kdsah
sthavirdndm) is said to be dangerous (ydpya). The three first-named
sorts may be cured by good regimen, though they are sometimes also
of a dangerous nature. So says MADHAVA."

A translation of some of the medical receipts contained in the book
would, perhaps, have been a more curious specimen in this place ; but
as many of the professional terms used in such prescriptions cannot,
without the assistance of a learned aat'ive, he quite s&Eelj *&€«t<£ed
with the European denominations, supposed to be their equivalents,
we prefer abstaining from any such attempt, and conclude our com-
munications on this point, by translating from the article Chikitsd
some general hints, given to medical men, by the author of the
Bhdvapracdsa.

" A disease ought to be subjected to medical care from the first
moment of its appearance, and not to be neglected on account of its
lightness; for sickness, like fire, poison, or an exasperated enemy, has
the power of destroying, however little it be. Let the physician first
reflect upon the illness, then upon the medicament; after this he may
begin to act according to the insight thus obtained. Those who,
knowing only how to prepare medicine and nothing of its nature,
undertake to practise the medical profession, deserve to be sentenced
to death. From the beginning to the end of the disease, the physician
must endeavour to ascertain its character and to prepare the suitable
remedies: this will enable him to begin his cure with safety. In cold
weather (or, perhaps, in a cold state of the patient's body), he must
order medicine against the cold ; in the heat (of the season or body)
he must equally act against the heat; and, in pursuing his adopted
method of healing, he must never let slip the proper moments for

1 The words of the text, which is in this place obscure, and perhaps spurious,
runs thus.—

" Vishamasatmyabhojyativyavayad veganigrahat
Ghrininam sochatSm nrinSm vyapanne 'gnau trayo malah

Knpitah kshayajam kasam kuryur dehakshayapradam."
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putting it in practice, for medicine applied after the right time, or
neglected at the right time, as well as a deficiency or an excess of it,
may render a curable illness incurable. When one medicine does
not succeed, let another be tried ; but if the disease be alleviated by
the first, no variation of method is to be made. The rewards (phalam)
of the medical practice are either wealth, or friendship, or virtue, or
renown, or practical ability. Its conditions (Chikitsdngdni) are —
1. A patient; 2. A messenger; 3. A physician; 4. Vital power;
5. Money; 6. A nurse; 7. Good medical materials."

On the philosophical contents of this compilation we may repeat
what we said of those belonging to jurisprudence. Their usefulness
chiefly consists in giving a combined review of the different ideas
connected with some words according to the different darsanas or
systems, although these reviews are not always as complete as might
be wished. The system on which the most careful compilations are
made is the Nydya, and next to it the Veddnta. The authorities,
however, here quoted, appear not to extend beyond the Bhdshd-
parichheda, Siddhdnta-muktdvali, and Veddnta-sdra, works sufficiently
known and not of the most instructive nature.

Rules on Alankdra, ov poetry and rhetoric, form a very essential
part of this work. The authorities referred to are the Sdhitya-dar-
pana, Kdvyaprakdsa, Kdvya-chandrikd, Kdvyddarsa, Chandrdloka,
Rasamanjari, Alankdra-kaustubha, Sarasvati-kanthdbharana, &c.
The work most consulted on Chhandah, ov prosody, is the Chhando-
manjar'i, a handsome and useful little book, representing the different
kinds of metre by schemes and examples so constructed as to give the
rule and name of each, together with a fine specimen of its structure,
which is all we want in this department of Sanskrit literature. It
is the basis of Mr. YATES' remarks on this subject at the end of
his Sanskrit-grammar, and RADHAKANTA favours us with almost a
complete edition of it under the article Chhandah, in the second
volume. It is highly desirable that this article should be separately
reprinted. KALIDASA'S Srutabodha, a smaller work of the same
description, is also quoted occasionally. The article Alankdra, filling
twenty-one pages, gives an alphabetical index of 122 terms, used to
design as many forms of poetical expression (Alankdra-ndmdni), with
their corresponding explanations (Lakshandni), and examples ( Udd-
harandni), taken from the Chandrdloka, and, where that authority
does not extend, from the Sdhitya-darpana. The whole of this article
will be considered by the Sanskrit student as a welcome supplement
to the contents, already in his possession, of the work last mentioned.
In themselves the remarks of the Chandrdloka are too short to com-
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pete in usefulness with those of the two printed authorities on these
subjects.

The articles relating1 to music are all taken from the Sangita-
d&modara, or Sangita-darpana, a work less extensive, and probably
more modern, than the Sangita-ratndcara, which is cited by MALLI-
NiTHA (v. MiGHA-KivYA, Comment, on I. 10), an author of the
twelfth or thirteenth century according to Mr. WILSON. We here
translate a part of the article Gitam.

" Song (Gitam) implies Dhdtu (melody) and Mdtu (measured
text.) The first signifies sound, the last a combination of syllables
(Akshara-sanchaya). There are two kinds of singing, either instru-
mental (Yantra-gitam), or vocal (Gdtra-gitam). The one is pro-
duced by flutes, lutes, &c , the other by the mouth only. According
to another principle it is divided into bound and unbound singing
(nibaddha and anibaddha). The latter dispenses with fixed pro-
sodical regulations (varnddi-niyama), or any thing not comprised in
the precepts of those who know the different modulations of voice and
the management of tone (Gamaka-Dhdtu-jnaih) j1 the former, on the
contrary, is connected with time (tdla), measure (mdna), and poetical
expression (rasa), and is subjected to metrical rules by those who
unite a knowledge of prosody with the mere musical acquirements
before mentioned. Recitation (P&thyam), sprung from the Rig-veda,
song (gitam), from the Sdman, the mimical arts (abhinayih), from the
Yajuh, and the passions, as subjects of poetical expression (Rasdh),
from the Atharvan. An entertainment (Ranga), where songs, adapted
to time and musical instruments, are performed by dancing-girls with
corresponding gesticulation (nrityasy&nugatam), is called Sangitam, or
Sangitakam. Praise of song : A man whose mind is not delighted by
pleasant music is deceived by his fate, were he even the mightiest
prince of the earth. Song and music are revealed by Sankara, the
supreme lord himself, for the recreation of the virtuous, who are vexed
by the griefs of terrestrial existence. Song, instrumental music
(vddyam), and pantomime (nrityam), are called the triad of har-
mony (Taurya-trikam). The word Turya means the large drum
(mridanga); sometimes it also implies the small drum (muraja).
If the singer does not, by his singing, obtain the highest possible
happiness (paramam padam), he will certainly do so by partaking in

1 Gamaka is said in the Sangita-Ratnacara to be a pleasant trembling or modu-
lation of the sound (Svarasya-lcampo-gamalsah-srotri-chitta-sukhavahah); many-
varieties of it are mentioned. Dhdtu is of four kinds; the originating (Udgr&ha);
mediating (Meldpaka); standing (Druva); and concluding or expiring tone
(Abhoga).
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the pleasures of SIVA, whose follower he is. Even the birds are
attracted by charming song to the musical stage, the snakes approach
from the forest, the children cease to cry, &c. . . . Song, a youthful
and affectionate wife, pleasant conversation, an airy platform over a
stately mansion, a night cleared up by the soft rays of the moon,
intelligent and amiable sons, good-hearted and honest servants, pure
blossoms of poetry growing into sweet fruits of song, are called the
essences of terrestrial life. Again, another division of song is pure,
surrounding, and mixed song {Suddha, Sdlaga,1 and Sankirna). Of
the first class twenty species are mentioned,— 1. Eld; 2. Udya-
bhavd ; 3. Karana ; 4. Panchatdlesvara ; 5. Kairdta ; 6. Smara;
7. Chakrapdla; 8. Vijaya; 9. Gadya; 10. Tribhangi; 11. Dhenki;
12. Varna; 13. Sarah; 14. Puta; 15. Bvipadicd; 16. Muctdvali;
17. Mdhakd; 18. Larnbd; 19. Dandaka; 20. Vartani. Each of
these twenty airs (Prabandha-gitdndm), consists of six elements
(Angdni)—1. Padam; 2. Tena; 3. Viruda; 4. Tdla; 5. Pdord'ha;
6. Svara. In a provincial(desiya), song, repetition(Paunaruktyam),
omission of syllables by pronouncing them rapidly, anomaly in gender,
neglection of Sandhi, dissolution of combined Akshara's, transposition
of syllables, or disregard of their quantity, are no faults. The fol-
lowing are the species of the Sdlaga class:—1. Dhruvaka ; 2. Man-
daka; 3. Pratimanda; 4. Nisdruka; 5. Pratildbha; 6. Ekatd-
likd; 7. Yati; 8. Yhumari. The Sankirna class has fourteen varie-
ties:— 1. Chaitra; 2. Mangalaka; 3. Naganica; 4. Charchd;
5. Atindtonnavi; 6. Dohd; 7. Bahula; 8. Gurubala; 9. Gitd;
10. Govi; 11. Hemnonka; 12. Kdrika; 13. Tripadicd; 14. K&-
madvishd."

Nothing will seem more evident from this specimen, than that
satisfactory instruction on any of the less investigated subjects of
Sanscrit literature cannot be expected from such a compilation as this
alone. The assistance of manuscripts, containing the whole of the
works, fragments of which are scattered through the volumes before
us, is absolutely necessary to obtain a warranted knowledge of all
their technical terms. As the writer of this regrets not having leisure
enough on the present occasion to confirm, correct, or explain his
manner of translating the proposed fragments of DAMODARA'S work,,
by consulting the several manuscripts of it in Mr. COLEBROOKE'S col-
lection, he leaves the passage, imperfect as it is, to the judgment of
his readers, observing only, that a considerable difference exists
between this musical authority and the before mentioned SANGITA-

1 The Sangita-Ratn&cara always writes this word with a dental instead of the
palatal S. This division seems to imply only prelusive and accessor;/ songs in oppo-
sition to the first class which contains fixed and regulated airs.
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RATNAKARA, as to the arrangement, number, and even denomination
of the airs enumerated above.

Under the word Kald, RADHXKINTA inserts the following specifi-
cation of the sixty-four fine and mechanical arts, as mentioned, on
the authority of a Saiva-tantra, by Siti-DHARA-sviMf, in his com-
mentary on the Bhdgavata-Purdna :

" 1. Singing; 2. Instrumental music; 3. Dancing or mimick-
ing (nrityam) ; 4. Dramatical performance (ndtyam); 5. Painting;
6. Cutting secterial ornaments; 7. Arranging grains and flowers for
religious offerings; 8. Strewing flowers; 9. Painting the teeth,
clothes, and members; 10. Working in jewel mines; 11. Making
couch-beds; 12. Water-music, meaning perhaps the arrangement of
fountains, &c. (Udaka-v&dyam); 13. Striking water,which seems to
be—discovering springs, or digging wells (Udaka-ghdta) ; 15. Twist-
ing garlands; 16. Adorning the head with chaplets and flowers;
17. Dressing players and dancers (Nepathya-yogdh); 18. Perforating
the ear-laps; 19. Perfuming; 20. Applying ornaments; 21. Jug-
gling; 22. (Kauchumdra-yogdh1); 23. Slight-of-hand (Hasta-ldgha-
vam); 24. Cookery ; 25. Preparing beverages ; 26. Sewing (Suchi-
Vdpa-Karmdni); 27. Playing with threads, or perhaps the play of
deciphering sentences couched in abridged forms (Sutra-kridd);.
28. Proposing riddles (Prahelicd); 29. Capping verses (Pratimdld);
30. Composing (or telling) phrases difficult to pronounce (Durva-
chaka-yogdh); 31. Reading manuscripts; 32. Inventing tales and
dramatical subjects (Ndtikakhydyicd-darsanam); 33. Completing
proposed fragments of poetry (Kdvya-samasyd-puranam); 34. Making
sticks and arrows of Patticd-wood; 35. The management of the
spindle (Tarku-karmdni) ; 36. Joinery; 37. Architecture (Vdstu-
vidyd); 38. Trying wrought silver and pearls; 39. Discrimination
of metals (DMtu-vddah); 40. Jewellery; 41. Discovering mines;
42. The medical profession ; 43. Putting to fight rams, cocks, and
quails; 44. Teaching parrots and Sdricas to speak; 45. Rubbing
the body (Utsddanam); 46. Striking the hair so as to produce a
pleasant sensation; 47. Akshara-mushticd-kathanam (dactylogy?)

48. Knowledge of foreign literature (Mlechhita-kavi-kalpdh);
49. Knowledge of provincial dialects ; 50. Knowing the tidings of
Pushpa - sacati (rains of flowers); 51. Knowing the elements of
astrological diagrams (Yantra-mdtrikd); 52. Knowing the spells to
be spoken in mystical exercises {Dhdrana-mdtrikd); 53. Spinning
(Sampdtyam) ; 54. Making verses extempore (Mdnasi-kdvya-kriyd) ;

1 A word which I know not what to do with unless to change it into Kausu-
mala-yogah, thief-tricks, a profession agreeing tolerably well with its place in the
list and the spirit of the specification.
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55. Experience in ceremonial affairs (Kriyd-vikalpah); 56. Chhali-
taka-yogdh;1 57. The knowledge of words and prosody; 58. Pre-
servation of clothes; 59. Skill in gaming; 60. Playing with dice;
61. Making toys for children; 62. The knowledge of the Buddhistic
mysteries ( Vain&yikinam vidy&nam jndnam) ; 63. That of the Jaina
mysteries (Vaijayikindm v.jn.); 64. That of the Vaitdlika mysteries.
Some manuscripts (says RXDiiKANT), have (instead of our reading
in No. 26 and 27), SucM-vdpa-karma-sutra-kridd in one word, and
insert in the 27th place, Vind-Damaruka- Vddydni (the construction
of lutes and hand-drums). Instead of VaitdliMntim (No. 64) another
lection is Vaiydsikindm (which seems to be equal to Paurdnikindm)."

Whether any complete list of the sixty-four professions considered
as KaU's or Silpa's, has been given elsewhere, and from another
source, I am not aware; but certain it is, that several of those men-
tioned by Mr. WARD,2 as preserved in some fragments of the principal
authority on this subject, the Chatuh-shashti-kald-nirnaya, by VAT-
SAYANA, are not found in RADHAKANTA'S specification, as for example

the arts of the charioteer, the elephant driver, the diver, the shoe-
maker, the washerman, the prostitute, the warrior, &c. The principle
of classification seems, therefore, to have been less generally established
on this point than usually. As to the arts themselves, and the manner
of practising them, rules on which must undoubtedly have existed in
some peculiar Sdstras, no more particular information is found in
the work before us than anywhere else.

The word Chaturangam, meaning the play of chess, is here called
Aksha-kridd-viseshah, " a sort of dice-play," and explained by the
text of the same passage, of which Sir W. JONES published a trans-
lation more than forty years ago in the second volume of the As. Res:
(p. 159, &c.) It is known from this able translation that the more
ancient manner here described of conducting this ingenious play,
differs in a considerable degree from its present performance in Asia
as well as in Europe. The figures being in their movements deter-
mined by dice, is one of the most striking points of difference. There
are some stanzas left out as obscure by Sir WILLIAM, which, if suffi-
ciently understood, would perhaps throw every light still desirable
upon this curious subject. We do not, however, venture on accom-
plishing what SirW. JONES was not able to do with the assistance of

1 Chhalitaca seems to be a particular sort of melo-dramatic entertainment as that
performed in the second act of the comedy Mdlavicdgnimitra, by the heroine of the
play (S. W I L S O N ' S Hindu Theatre, Lond. 1835, Vol. ii. p. 349). This exhibition
is called a Chhalitaca iu the text.

8 In the fourth volume of his View of the History and Literature of the Hindus,
p. 468.
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a Pandit, who seems to have been either the father or a near rela-
tion of our author; for the passage is given by the translator as a
fragment of the Bhdvishy at-Purina, communicated to him by his
friend RIDHIKXNT, who cannot be the same person with the compiler
of the Sabda-Kalpa-Druma, as Mr. WILSON styles the latter " a
young man," in 1819. In this place the Bhdvishyat-Purdna is not
mentioned as the source of this interesting fragment, but the Tithyddi-
tattva, quoted on other occasions as an authority on ceremonial rites.
Perhaps the latter work is either considered as a section of the former,
or a compilation, where this passage of the above-mentioned Purina
has found its place. Its originally belonging to a Purina is, at all
events, evident from the style of it. The best we can do, at present,
towards rendering this article more known and useful, is to arrange
the text of it for publication on the first favourable occasion.

On the Ars amandi precepts are given from two Kdmasdstras,
SMARADIPIKA and RATiMANjABi.

Of profane poetry in general occasionally referred to, we recollect
most frequently having met with fragments of MA"GHA, AMAEU, UD-
BHATA, the KUMARA-SAMBHAVA, HITOPADESA, the ethical stanzas of

CHANAKYA, the BHATTI-KIVYA, the MAHANATAKA, MALATI-MA-

DHAVA, &C.

In his grammatical observations, the author, as might be expected,
follows the system of VOPADEVA, and the explanation of it by DUR-
GADISA. Reference, however, is also frequently made to the gram-
mar of PANINI, the Sidhdnta-Kaumudi, the Sankshipta-sdra, the
Bh&ri-prayoga, the Supadma-sammata, and other grammatical trea-
tises. RIDHAKANTA explains some of the abbreviations used for
certain grammatical notions by VOPADEVA, which is very useful and
necessary, as no other index of them exists, although, in this respect,
his compilation is not as complete as in many others.

We beg to conclude our present remarks on this important work
with the prediction, that in its remaining portion the author will pro-
bably continue to extend its articles in the same proportion as he has
evidently done during his preparation of the present volumes, the third
of which contains an article of no less than 162 pages on Prdyas-
chitta, analogous in form and nature to that on Karma-vipdka, which
we mentioned above. We only wish he would no longer prevent his
European admirers from reaping the advantage of the portion hitherto
printed, but at once make up his mind to send to Europe these three
volumes, valuable as are their contents, to be sold separately.


